
Alex Ross Engineering ltd industrial lift manufacturer

GEN X
Future-proofing is the process of 

anticipating the future and developing 

methods of minimizing the effects of 

shocks and stresses of future 

events. Future-proofing is used in 

industries such as electronics, medical 

industry, industrial design and more 

recently, in design for climate change.

Gen X
Part of the solution



The revolutionary Gen X – Solar powered goods lift.

Helping customers change the world.  

By making informed decisions about how their 

equipment impacts the environment and to be part 

of  the first generation to leave the environment in a 

better state than we found it.   

With a blend of  technology and design, we deliver 

a greener way to efficiently move your goods.



The environment is at the heart of  what we do, reducing 

electrical cost and lowering your carbon footprint. 

Powered by solar energy and therefore reducing 

carbon emissions. Making  Gen X the perfect solution  

for zero net buildings and a “post-carbon economy”.

Solar power has been utilised to bring energy savings 

for our clients.

Solar panels mounted onto your building collect and  

supply the lift with clean free energy.

When required a single phase supply is used as stand 

by for maintenance, all controlled seamlessly by the 

controller.



50%
The eco design of  the Gen X, helps reduce 

energy consumption

by up to 50% over conventional designs.

73%
With led lighting and sleep mode, Gen X standby 

power has been reduced with a 73% saving over 

other designs currently on the market.

75%
Gen X Power convertor reduces energy 

consumption by up to 75% and with solar 

powering the convertor, the consumption goes 

lower.
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500 kg - 2000 kg maximum duty

2000 kg - 5000 kg maximum heavy duty

Gen X - is cleverly designed with a load weighing 

feedback system, helpfully letting you know when you 

are running at the optimum efficiency.    

With built in indication on the Gen X, you can easily see 

when you save money on each run. 



Laser cut and powder coated steel shaft, requiring no 

special lifting equipment for installation.

Complemented with light steel mesh.  

Designed with a reduced pit or ramp, for fast and 

efficient installation. 

Our steel enclosure will enhance any commercial or 

industrial environment.

Designed for all types of  door styles, these include:

Swing doors, concertina and automatic doors.

Available in heights up to 2300 mm and openings from 

1000mm to 5000mm.

All entrances include a landing station, complete with 

push buttons.



AGOL (Accessible goods only lifts)

Gen X – solar goods lifts are fitted as standard  with 

the latest safety brakes. 

Guarding against uncontrolled movement. 

Compliant with BS EN 81-31:2010. 



Made in the UK

+44 (0)151 200 3689
+44 (0) 774 200 1112
Alexrossengineering.co.uk
ARE@alexrossengineering.co.uk
Twitter @alexrosseng
LinkedIn alex-ross-eng
Instagram alexrosseng
Facebook alexrosseng

Unit 31 pioneer business park
Ellesmere Port
Cheshire
CH65 1AE

All fig as quoted as solar power is not consistent, and no guarantees are given.
* Based on 500kg capacity
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